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Abstract. The paper deals with the methods for detection and avoidance of 
collisions of autonomously moving vehicles utilizing the principles and tech-
niques of multi-agent systems. Three different scenarios are discussed: (i) 
movement of AGVs in 2D space with fixed trajectories, (ii) movement of 
autonomous robots in an open 2D space and (iii) collision-free flights of un-
manned aerial vehicles. For each category, an agent-based solution is pro-
posed. Presented experiments show that the cooperative approach to detecting 
and avoiding collisions based on negotiation and goal sharing of agents, rep-
resenting vehicles, seems to be highly efficient. The multi-layer architecture 
combining cooperative approach with algorithms based on dynamic no-access 
zones for avoiding non-cooperative vehicles provides good results in generat-
ing collision-free flight corridors. 

1 Introduction 

A robot is a computer controlled integrated system, capable of autonomous and 
goal-oriented interaction with real environment according to man instructions. The 
interaction requires that the robot is able to perceive its environment, make deci-
sions and carry out actions in the outer world. There is an increasing number of ap-
plications that cannot be solved just by using a single robot, but require deployment 
of larger number of robots to ensure distributed perception, distributed action and 
distributed goal-oriented decision making. For instance, the assembly of highly 
complex machinery in hardly accessible terrain or space, activities carried out dur-
ing nuclear power plant failures or rescue and military operations fall in these cate-
gories. Consideration of groups of robots makes sense also in situations where it is 
effective to physically and spatially distribute the perception, decision-making and 
action tasks – small specialized robots for instance carry out the exploitation of con-
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taminated or hardly accessible areas, information is processed by other robots (often 
not able to move in space) while the physically intensive operation (barrier removal, 
pipe cut off or mine defusing) is usually performed by large powerful robots possibly 
in coordinated manner. 

In all examples mentioned above there is a notion of autonomous or unmanned 
vehicles that have to be able to autonomously move in an unknown and dynamically 
changing environment while collaborating on common goals. This introduces a new 
category of theoretical and technical problems linked for example with communica-
tion, decision-making on the basis of partial knowledge, coordinated movement etc. 
This paper focuses on the mutual collision detection and avoidance problem. Colli-
sion can be considered as a state when the movement trajectories of two or more 
vehicles cross at the same time in a particular point in the environment. The colli-
sion detection means the ability of a vehicle to discover the possible collision be-
forehand. When discovered, the vehicles may apply different algorithms for re-
planning their paths to avoid the collision point. 

The paper discusses different categories of this problem from the viewpoint of the 
characteristics of the environment in which the vehicles move: 

1. 2-D area with predefined paths that the vehicles must follow. Typical example of 
this category are the AGVs (Autonomous Guided Vehicles) deployed in factories 
and warehouses moving along predefined network of paths embedded in a fac-
tory's floor usually in form of magnetic stripes or rails. 

2. 2-D area where the vehicles can move in any direction in two-dimensional 
space. The representatives of this large category are for instance robots coopera-
tively exploring unknown environment, robots playing soccer 
(http://www.robocup.org), AGVs with freedom in movement etc. 

3. 3-D area where the vehicles can freely move in three-dimensional space. This 
category includes for example UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) [4] and UUV 
(Unmanned Undersea Vehicles) [5] usually deployed in military missions. Rout-
ing of commercial jet planes is another example. 

To effectively solve collision avoidance problem in a cooperative manner, robots 
have to be able to: 

• communicate with each other using the common language, common negotiation 
mechanisms and common knowledge representation formats (ontology); in this 
case it is referred to as cooperative collision avoidance, otherwise when the ro-
bots cannot communicate for any reason, we talk about non-cooperative colli-
sion avoidance 

• share knowledge about their location in the environment and anticipated direc-
tion of movement and keep this knowledge consistent and up-to-date in order to 
minimize the communication channels load in time critical moments 

• reason about the movement plans of neighboring robots to detect possible colli-
sion situation and avoid it by re-planning the movement trajectory 



2 Multi-agent approach to collision avoidance 

Organizational structures and control algorithms of multi-robotic system are more 
and more often designed and implemented using the methods and principles known 
from the domain of multi-agent systems [9]. These two research domains have 
evolved relatively separately from each other, nevertheless the technological en-
hancements over the last few years, like smaller and cheaper robotic platforms, 
faster processor, more sophisticated sensors, wireless communication, new results in 
the multi-agent research domain, etc. lead to their convergence. The algorithms de-
veloped originally for highly distributed agent decision-making are now being ap-
plied for control of activities of robot groups. It is mainly the algorithms for distrib-
uted action planning, acquaintance models for social knowledge modeling [7] and 
negotiation mechanisms and protocols for inter-agent communication [8]. 

When designing a multi-agent system representing the community of robots, the 
agent should represent an independent functional part, usually the robot as a whole 
or its functional subsystem (in this case a single robot is represented by more 
agents). Subsequently, an appropriate software environment, so-called agent plat-
form, where the agents exist have to be chosen. The agent platform should provide 
the white pages services holding information on registered agents and their ad-
dresses and the Directory Facilitator (yellow pages) where the agents register their 
services and search for suitable service providers. The agent negotiation is usually 
based on contract-net-protocol [2] or various auction mechanisms. An important 
aspect is sharing of semantic information, especially about surrounding environment 
in form of environment maps used by robot to localize itself, other robots, available 
paths or obstacles. 

2.1 Collision avoidance in 2-D space with fixed trajectories 

First category of collision detection and avoidance problem refers to the move-
ment of AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicles) used in factories or warehouses for 
transportation of products or materials. This is a special case where there is a built-
in network of magnetic or optical stripes or rails in the factory's shop floor which the 
AGV is able to observe and move along [10]. The network can be viewed as a graph 
with edges representing particular segments of network the AGVs travel through 
and vertices representing two different types of nodes: (i) a junction point where two 
or more segments cross and (ii) a work station representing source and/or destina-
tion place on factory floor between them the transportation is done. The work station 
is for instance a CNC machine, assembly machine, buffer storage station, etc. 

Figure 1 shows an example of AGV transportation system with two work stations 
(W1 and W2) and a network of segments designed to provide redundant transporta-
tion paths between the two work stations. It is supposed that the idle AGVs wait in a 
special dedicated segment(s) (s5 in Fig. 1). Although the AGV can move through a 
particular segment in any direction, there obviously cannot be two AGVs moving in 
the same segment in opposite directions. 

 



 
  
A primary collision situation appears at the junction point, which only one AGV 

can go through at the same time. This is a case of agv5 and agv4 in Figure 1 that 
have to go through junction j2 in a sequence – thus agv4 have to wait until agv5 
enters segment s4 and leaves the area around the junction. A secondary collision 
situation happens when two AGVs approaching a junction intend both to continue 
in segment occupied by the other one. As depicted in Figure 1, the collision is 
around the junction j1, where the agv1 in segment s1 wants to enter segment s2, 
which is occupied by agv2 that intends to go to segment s1. A possible solution to 
avoid this collision is that one AGV avoids to third segment (agv2 avoiding to s3 
in Fig. 1), waits until the second AGV passes the junction and then continues in the 
released segment as intended. 

The proposed AGV agent is equipped with a complex behavior allowing it to ne-
gotiate with the work station agents about products transportation, navigate through 
the network to get to a particular work station as fast as possible, detect and avoid 
possible collisions with other AGVs and even dynamically detect and avoid obsta-
cles in the paths. When instantiated, the AGV agent is given the XML description 
of the network comprising of the location of all nodes (X, Y coordinates), their type 
(work station, junction or curve) and their interconnection via segments. The AGV 
agent translates this description into an internal object model that is used to pre-
compute all the possible routes to work stations from each junction node. This in-
formation is then used by the AGV to compute the length of an anticipated path 
between the source and the destination workstation and also for the navigation when 
determining the optimal direction at the junction point [13]. 

For the primary collision situation mentioned above, the first AGV agent that ap-
proaches a junction point declares itself as a master, while informing the second 
AGV that it became a slave. Additionally, the master AGV includes an estimation 
of the time period needed to go through the junction point. Then, the master AGV 
goes through the junction as the first one and, after the estimated period passes, the 
slave AGV moves through as the second one. It may happen that both AGVs reach 
the junction point at the same time and thus both declare themselves as masters. In 
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Figure 1. Possible collisions in AGV transportation system 



this case, the AGV agent with the lower priority of carried work piece or, if priori-
ties are same, the one whose name is second according to alphabetical ordering 
freely gives up and becomes a slave. 

Detecting and avoiding secondary type of deadlock is a bit more complicated is-
sue. When the AGV approaches a junction node it determines what direction to 
choose, i.e. to which segment to continue to get to intended workstation by shortest 
path. However, a collision may happen in this segment if there is already another 
AGV moving toward the same junction. To detect such a situation the AGV should 
know in advance, if the segment is free or not. For this purpose, each AGV agent is 
equipped with knowledge about the position and direction of all other AGVs. This 
information is exchanged between AGV agents via messages – when a particular 
AGV leaves a segment and enters another one, it informs about this event all other 
AGVs. In situation depicted in Figure 1, agv2 in segment s2 that approached junc-
tion j1 is aware that there is another AGV (agv1) in segment s1 moving toward 
the j1 junction. To detect if there is a collision or not, the first AGV asks the second 
one what segment it plans to go to and how long will it take to reach the junction. If 
collision state shown in Fig. 1 is recognized, the agv2 avoids it by moving to an-
other segment (s3) where it stops and waits until the colliding AGV passes the junc-
tion; then it continues as intended. In non-collision situation, the AGV just waits 
until the second one leaves the junction point. In both cases, the first AGV considers 
the waiting time period and decides if it would be more beneficial to take an alterna-
tive path to intended work station if waiting would be too long. 

The AGV agent is also equipped with a mechanism for obstacle detection and 
avoidance. When the AGV hits an obstacle in particular segment and there is no 
other AGV in front moving in that segment in same direction, it marks the segment 
as blocked in its internal model of environment, turns back and informs all other 
AGV agents that the segment is blocked and should be avoided. However, if there is 
another AGV in front, the first AGV uses a ping-like mechanism to test whether the 
in-front-AGV is failed or not. If there is no response within some period of time 
(1s), the first AGV assumes that it hit the failed AGV – it turns back and again in-
forms all other AGVs that the segment is blocked. When response is received (the 
asked AGV includes information about its own position in segment), the first AGV 
determines if it hit an obstacle or the in-front-AGV and reacts appropriately. 

2.2 Collision avoidance in open 2-D space 

Starting from graph-bounded collision avoidance, the more general problems in-
corporate situations with freely bounded vehicles. Solution of this class of tasks is 
typically required for systems providing large portion of autonomy and intelligence 
– self guided vehicles represented mainly by autonomous robots. On contrary to the 
previous case, these robots have no pre-determined motion trajectories in majority of 
cases as these are built up dynamically “on the fly” and dependent on the shape and 
structure of the operating environment at a time.    

As the Freely Moving Vehicles Avoidance (FMVA) stand for a general case, pre-
vious feature of no predetermined motion trajectories allows us to classify the possi-
ble approaches to solutions of the problem into two base categories as: 



1. ExPost Collision Avoidance (EPCA) methods which belong mainly to clas-
sical approaches of how to resolve collision situations after their appear-
ance, or whenever their occurrence is predetermined by the vehicle behav-
ior (and therefore can be recognized in advance). The EPCA methods are 
always used to correct existing and/or foreseen collision situations. 

2. Predictive Collision Avoidance (PCA) methods are located on the edge of 
planning approaches, which are extended towards cooperation of planning 
procedures for separate vehicles. The predictive collision avoidance is typi-
cally capable of extinguishing collisions due to insufficiently coordinated 
plans for diverse autonomous entities. These methods are mainly applied 
prior to execution of the planned trajectory of the vehicle or robot.        

 
The former EPCA methods rely of the knowledge of the robot path, which is typi-

cally predetermined either by technical constrains or pre-computed by a path plan-
ner. So far, the situation may be similar to the previous case with cable or rail-
guided vehicles. The suitable collision resolution approaches can therefore be simi-
lar to the previous case. The advantage of the EPCA methods is seen in limited need 
of the vehicle to stick necessarily on the pre-planned trajectory (like on a guiding 
rail), but allows it to perform collision avoidance maneuver anywhere on its trajec-
tory (if not constrained by other obstacles). This situation does not require relying 
exclusively on avoidance methods based on scheduling of vehicles on trajectory ver-
tices. Moreover, performing the meeting maneuvers whenever needed allows the 
vehicle to achieve much higher efficiency of the collision avoidance (shorter paths, 
less traffic congestions in bottlenecks, no delays due to vehicle wait-states, etc.) and 
therefore improved efficiency of path planning procedures as well. 

The EPCA approach sketched above requires executing the meeting maneuvers 
that can generally occur either in case of a vehicle colliding with an unexpected ob-
stacle or in case of two independent, non-communicating vehicles. The former situa-
tion can be handled by a simple reactive behavior of the vehicle control system, for 
instance by executing a wall following procedure until the original path is reached. 
The latter case requires more sophisticated approach. Meeting of two independent 
autonomous vehicles brings together two autonomous behaviors which are bound 
together only through observations of the common environment (that can include 
also other entities). It is straightforward that design of such a behavior needs to 
avoid falling into an endless loop or a deadlock when trying to resolve the meeting 
maneuver. All previously mentioned situations denote so called non-cooperative 
collision avoidance. 

 An alternative approach bounds both the behaviors together by a communication 
link. This enables to perform proper negotiation procedure [6] to ensure correct be-
havior by a cooperative collision avoidance procedure. The most common solution 
of this kind incorporates the master-slave approach in which all the entities negoti-
ate priorities and in a stepwise manner undertake top-down decisions and resolve 
possible deadlocks. Extension of the preceding situations for multiple obstacles 
and/or mobile entities is then easy. 

On the other hand, the PCA approaches are bidding to prevent possible collisions 
already in the phase of a path planning. As this kind of behavior is generic for a 
standard path planner and builds an inseparable functional part of an autonomous 



vehicle, execution of the path re-planning procedures during the autonomous vehicle 
mission differs. The dynamic re-planning in result tends to respond to the current 
state of the operating environment as well as to the current level of knowledge about 
the environment. Lack of these knowledge or a certain change in the environment 
status may then invoke re-planning, representing a goal oriented behavior. This can 
typically include also avoidance of collisions of expected and unexpected sort. If the 
collision is prevented by a proper plan, it has been the expected one (derivable from 
the current level of knowledge about the environment). The other cases cover the 
unexpected ones, which could not have been discovered from the so far existing data 
or behavioral intentions of the other entities present. The latter can be corrected by 
execution of the re-planning procedure with the goal to update the vehicles’ behav-
ior with respect to last discovered facts.  

In general case, the PCA approaches can be used to fulfill reactive behaviors if 
executed in a fast loop, but also to resolve cooperative tasks and scheduling prob-
lems in long term. This is widely used to ensure cooperated and coordinated behav-
iors for multiple mobile entities. 

Another class of tasks that belongs to the fundamental test-bench problems of in-
telligent robotics and that is similar to collision avoidance problems is the task of 
cooperative exploration of an unknown environment by multiple robots. One of the 
problems of exploration is the creation of the map of the unknown environment 
while optimizing available resources. The resources can be for instance the task exe-
cution time, total trajectories driven, minimum energy costs, number of resolved 
collisions, percentage of explored space overlaps, etc. 

Having a common map containing actual shape and structure of the surrounding 
environment as well as positions of all the participating robots, following questions 
arise: 

• Where the places of interest are – places, which visiting provides the best 
profit for understanding of the environment and which consideration in the 
following tasks can lead to best possible performance. 

• How to assign the exploration of the places of interest to particular robots 
so that the possible collisions and overlapping of explored areas is kept to 
minimum in order to achieve the best efficiency of the system performance 
with respect to the overall cost function.    

 
The cost function is in the frontier-based approach [15] usually expressed as the 

distance of a robot to selected place of interest and its distance to other candidate 
places selected by other robots [1]. If an observation gain of visiting the selected 
place by the robot is high, the profit of visiting the neighboring places by other ro-
bots is decreased. The assignment of robots to particular places of interest, called 
frontiers, can be viewed as multi-robot and multi-goal optimization problem, which 
is well-suited subject for the agent-based approach. In the proposed solution, each 
physical robot is represented by a single agent. The negotiation-based algorithm is 
initiated by a triggering agent recognizing significant event like detection of close-
to-collision state, substantial change in the observed part of the environment or sim-
ply a time stamp. First, all the agents compute their utility values for all known fron-
tiers and share this knowledge with the others. A single robot-frontier pair with the 



best cost function is determined and excluded from the subsequent rounds of nego-
tiations. The number of negotiation rounds obviously corresponds to number of par-
ticipating robots. Although, the given procedure does not provide generally optimal 
solution to the problem (which remains NP-hard), experimental results prove a good 
quality of the proposed method. 

2.3 Collision avoidance in 3-D space 

The distributed collision avoidance problem extended to third dimension is char-
acteristic for the domain of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The work presented 
in [12] suggests multi-layer collision avoidance architecture based on multi-agent 
technology. Each UAV is controlled by a single agent wrapping several different 
avoidance algorithms. Both cooperative and non-cooperative methods are optimally 
combined for planning runtime trajectory of the UAV with respect to series of time-
specific way-points. There is no central planner providing collision-free flight plans 
– the plans for each UAV are individually held and modified in case of detected 
collision by the UAV agents themselves. 

The multi-layer avoidance collision architecture contains the CSM (Collision 
Solver Manager) as a main controller able to combine all the available cooperative 
and non-cooperative collision solvers. Each collision solver is responsible for both 
collision detection and collision solving. Different solvers provide different quality 
of the avoidance solution, but require different amount of time to find a solution. 
Thus, based on the priority of solvers, the CSM assigns specific time slot to each 
solver so that the strict time constraints are met. 

Cooperative avoidance is based on interaction between airplanes that exchange 
their flight plans. Two different collision solvers are implemented – rule-based and 
utility-based. The former one is implemented according to the Visual Flight Rules 
defined by FAA (http://www.faa.gov) – it determines the collision type on the basis 
of the angle between direction vectors of aircrafts and then applies a predefined ma-
neuver to avoid the specific collision. This is done by both planes independently 
because the second aircraft also detects a possible collision with the first plane.  

The utility-based avoidance mechanism finds a solution for a pair of airplanes. 
One of the airplanes is regarded as a master entity (usually the first one that identi-
fies a collision) and the second one as slave entity. The slave planning agent is re-
quested by the master to generate a set of flight plan changes using different combi-
nations of seven parameterized maneuvers – straight flight (no change), turn right, 
turn left, turn up, turn down, speed and slow down. The set is ordered according to 
the utility value computed for each configuration considering for example total 
length of the flight plan, time deviations for mission way-points, fuel status, possible 
damage, etc. The set is sent back to the master aircraft that generates its own set of 
plans and tries to combine both sets together to find a collision solution selected 
from Cartesian product of generated plans. The candidates for solution are again 
ordered in increasing manner by product of utility quotients of flight plan pair. Each 
pair candidate is tested for a collision and if there is no collision between partici-
pants, candidate is selected as collision solution. The slave entity is then requested to 
change its flight plan according to selected collision solution. 



Non-cooperative avoidance is applied when the communication between planes is 
not possible for instance due to broken communication module of the aircraft. The 
proposed algorithm is based on the dynamic no-flight zones computed for each ob-
ject detected by the onboard radar. First, the collision point is determined as inter-
section of the current UAV’s flight plan and the predicted flight trajectory of the 
non-cooperative object. Second, the collision point is wrapped by the no-flight zone, 
which shape is derived from object's possible future flight trajectory taking into ac-
count the minimal turning radius, maximal climbing/descending angle, etc. The 
UAV's planner module then tries to determine such  flight path that doesn’t intersect 
any detected no-flight zone using A* algorithm. 

3 Experiments 

The proposed agent-based solution of presented AGV transportation system is 
part of the Manufacturing Agent Simulation Tool (MAST) developed at Rockwell 
Automation Research Center in Prague [14]. This tool provides agent-based simula-
tion and control solution for the material-handling domain, mainly the transporta-
tion of products and materials on the factory floor. Originally, the transportation 
using conveyor belts was considered – a library of agent classes representing basic 
material-handling components, like workstation, conveyor belt and diverter was 
developed. To enhance the capabilities of MAST to simulate AGV-based transporta-
tion, the AGV agent class, with capabilities described in Section 2.1, has been 
added. 

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the MAST tool with an example of AGV network 
connecting four workstations. When the “source” workstation agent needs to deliver 
a product to another “destination” workstation, it first queries the Directory Facilita-
tor to obtain a list of AGV agent names. Second, it initiates the contract-net-protocol 
in which the AGV agents give their bids in terms of time estimate for moving from 
current position to the source workstation plus from source to destination work-
station. The source workstation selects the best bid and awards the contract to se-
lected AGV agent. Several experiments with different number of AGVs working 
under different conditions (blocked paths, failed AGVs) have been carried out. It has 
been shown that solving head-to-head deadlocks might become very complicated if 
there are multiple AGVs involved at the same time (not only two as described ear-
lier) and that a simple, but efficient solution is to fix a direction in which the AGVs 
can move in each segment. 



 

Figure 2: AGV-based transportation system with four workstations and three AGVs 
as part of the Manufacturing Agent Simulation Tool. 

 The presented robot exploration algorithm was implemented in the Gerstner 
Laboratory at the Czech Technical University in Prague and experimentally verified 
with a squad of four fully autonomous mobile robots (see Figure 3). RCS control 
architecture [3] was used to control the robots, while communication among them 
was performed by means of A-globe multi-agent platform [11]. Furthermore, SICK 
LMS 200 laser rangefinder stood as a main sensor for gathering information about 
the working environment and for collision detection and avoidance. 

 

 

Figure 3: G2bots during exploration 
 
The tests were performed in both simulated and real environments with different 

numbers of robots varying from two to four. Numerous frequencies of negotiation 
procedure (i.e. the process of generation, evaluation, and assignment of frontiers) 
were evaluated during these tests. The best results were obtained for frequency 5 
seconds. Generated paths are smooth, while probability of collision is low for this 
value. Figure 4 shows a typical run – explored environment and robots’ trajectories 
in an early stage of exploration (left) and the same after exploration completed. No-



tice that although the violet and yellow trajectories intersect several times, no colli-
sions need to be solved because the robots moved to cross points in different stages 
of exploration. 
  

Figure 4: Exploration of an unknown space by four robots: detected obstacles 
(black), found frontiers (yellow), unreachable frontiers (brown), actual plans 
(green), already traversed trajectories (thick curves). 
 

The multi-layer collision avoidance architecture presented in the section 2.3 has 
been evaluated on huge set of experiments. The experiments have been carried out 
using multi-agent system simulating air traffic built on to of A-globe platform [12]. 
The simulation system is extended to integrate several external data sources. One of 
them provides position of civil real aircrafts (10 minutes delayed) operating in se-
lected area in the U.S. Randomly generated UAVs controlled by agents fulfill their 
missions in the same air space. Simulated UAVs are configured to use utility-based 
cooperative collision avoidance method with other agent-based UAV (can communi-
cate with it) and use dynamic no-flight zones non-cooperative method against im-
ported air-traffic (can use only position reported by on-board radar) at the same 
time. 

Figure 5: Operation of agent-controlled UAVs over LA with imported civil real air-
traffic. 

 
The screenshots from the simulation are shown in the Figure 5. Left screen is 

taken from the top view and provides small part of the simulated area. Right screen 
is three-dimensional view from one of the simulated aircraft. There is captured the 
situation when one of the agent-controlled plane monitors its local neighbor, builds 



the prediction of future trajectory from the historical data and detects possible colli-
sion with civil plane. It just re-plan it flight corridor to not to collide with civil plane 
and re-negotiate new corridor with other cooperative (agent-controlled) UAVs.  

4 Conclusion 

Multi-agent technology provides good background for solving collision detection 
and avoidance issues. The collaborative approach seems to be highly desired – the 
agents representing vehicles can mutually inform themselves about their goals and 
intentions for future movement and thus can solve a possible collision much more 
efficiently than in non-collaborative case. 

The following principles common for agent-based collision avoidance solutions 
can be identified: 

1) Master and slave: when collision is detected, one of the vehicles is deter-
mined as a master while the second one is slave. Master then proposes a solu-
tion to avoid the collision and requests the slave to accept it. 

2) Collision metrics: a utility value or cost of each candidate solution is com-
puted and the most convenient one is adopted. Various negotiation protocols 
play an important role in exchanging this kind of information. 

3) Dynamic no-access zones: an estimated collision point with each detected 
non-cooperative object is surrounded by dynamically updated no-access (no-
flight) zone and the trajectory is planned to avoid all the zones. 

 
As expected, avoiding collisions in 2D is much easier than in 3D. In the simplest 

case, the vehicle can stop itself and wait until the colliding vehicle passes the esti-
mated collision point (as in case of AGVs described in Sect. 2.1); in a collaborative 
scenario, the master vehicle can command the slave to drive away. 

The presented multi-layer architecture for generating collision-free flight corri-
dors in 3D space is designed to optimally combine different cooperative and non-
cooperative methods for planning and re-planning runtime trajectory of the UAV in 
the fully distributed manner. The cooperative methods are used to avoid the mutual 
UAVs collisions while the non-cooperative one based on dynamic no-access zones 
help to avoid other non-cooperative aircrafts. We envision that the application of 
this complex architecture also in 2D scenarios will offer even more sophisticated 
and efficient methods to detect and resolve collisions. 
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